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CP88 & CAMELOT PRO

In issue 04-2019 of our Music Production 

Guide we published a first article about 

Camelot Pro. The instruments used were 

the Yamaha Stage-Piano CP88 and the 

MODX. Today I'd like to follow up, but with a 

reduced setup. Because the use of Camelot 

makes sense even if you are on the road 

with only one instrument. I would like to 

demonstrate this by using a CP88 and an 

iPad. 

The following examples apply to the Yamaha CP88 

and CP73 as well as all Camelot Pro versions for Mac, 

Windows, and iOS. In addition, some basic knowledge of 

both the instrument and Camelot is required. If you have 

some catching up to do in this respect, you can easily cover 

it with the help of our Music Production Guide History. Just 

glance over the tables of contents of the previous issues. 

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

One more hint: I work with Camelot 1.0.5 Beta on iOS. 

Therefore, minor deviations from the release version 

cannot be excluded. 

CP88/73 LIVE SET OR  

CAMELOT SCENE?

With the CP88/73 the sounds are organised in Live Sets. 

Each stored Live Set contains all settings of the three 

Sections. Controller Assignments are also saved. For each 

Live Set, for example, you can specify which parameter 

a connected Foot-Controller FC7 or Foot-Switch FC5 

should control.
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In this case, the default Assignments would be FC7 = 

Controller 11 (Expression) and FC5 = "Live Set +", which 

can be used to switch to the next Live Set. 

Controller No. 11 controls the Volume of the entire 

instrument. However, the FC7 can easily be reconfigured 

to control the Volume of a single Section by using the 

corresponding Controller No. 

Back to the topic: Camelot allows extensive remote control 

via "Remote Control" (who would have guessed...). A quite 

simple, but very effective application is the switching of the 

Camelot Scenes via a MIDI Controller sent by hardware. 

This makes it possible, for example, to switch the Scenes by 

pressing a FC5 that is connected to the CP88/73. Doing 

so opens a lot of possibilities within a single CP Live Set. 

ACCEPTED COMMANDS 

FROM THE OUTSIDE

In order to be able to control Camelot remotely, it is first 

necessary to call up the page "MIDI" > "Remote Controls" 

in the "Settings". There are two "read-only" Templates in 

this menu, which can either be used as is or be duplicated 

as Templates for your own configurations. Below them the 

button "Create Custom" is located. 

I want to control the "Next Scene" function with the FC5 

so that Camelot behaves practically as if I were working 

with "Live Set +" in the instrument. A tap (or click) on "Next 

Scene" opens the parameter page. In addition to setting 

the MIDI Channel, you can choose between "Control 

Change" and (again with a tap on the entry) "Note ON". 

Since the FC5 sends a Controller value from the CP88/73, 

I leave this setting at "Control Change".

Now the question arises as to the suitable Controller 

Number. As mentioned above, the default Assignment of 

the Foot Switch in the CP88/73 is "Live Set +". This is an 

internal function that does not send any MIDI Controller 

to the outside at all. It is therefore first necessary to select 

a MIDI Controller in the CP88. Each Switch, Button, and 

Controller of the CP88/73 Sections is provided with a 

Controller Number. This is normally used for internal 

Assignments. At the same time, the complete Remote 

Control of the parameters from outside works, too - and: 

these Controllers are also output via MIDI. 

After tapping on that button you get a new entry with the 

name "New Input Controller 1", which is displayed in red 

and with a warning exclamation mark. Use the familiar 

symbol with the three dots to open the submenu, from 

where you can call up the "Edit..." Mode. Here you can 

first assign a meaningful name with which the Controller 

Source can be identified even after a longer period of time 

and among possibly numerous other Sources. I use the 

name "CP88 FC5". 

Setting the MIDI Port - in this case CP88/CP73 Port 1 - 

immediately removes the warning. I find it an advantage 

that "Create Custom" - in contrast to the Templates - really 

has nothing preconfigured ("disabled"/"unassigned"). So I 

am able to set up only what I really need. This may prevent 

later troubleshooting if unexpected behavior occurs when 

using the Remote Mode. 
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It is therefore necessary to find a Controller Number that 

is not already used elsewhere.

I assume that an FC5 is connected to the connector 

"FOOT SWITCH - ASSIGNABLE". The Assignment can be 

identified as follows:

• [MENU] > „General“ > [ENTER]

• „Keyboard/Pedal“ > [ENTER]

• „Foot Switch Assign“ > [ENTER]

If you would like to take a little "trip" into the wonderfully 

intuitive and at the same time informative world of internal 

Controller Assignment, simply press the "Analog/Digital" 

Button of the Delay Section in the Menu that has just been 

activated. The display changes immediately and shows the 

new Assignment "116 - Delay Effect Type". The Number 

"116" actually stands for the Controller Number - which 

is also output directly via MIDI when the FC5 is pressed. 

If you like, try more Switches and Knobs in the Sections to 

find out their Controller Number or just try the easy way 

to assign them. You can also "scroll" through the list of 

assignable Controllers using the Encoder Wheel. You will 

also come across the unused Controller Numbers. We are 

looking for one of these for the rest of the procedure. I 

decide on Controller No. 70. 

Back to the Controller Assignment in Camelot for the 

Remote Mode. The Controller selected on the instrument 

can now be set there. However, it is easier with a tap on 

"Learn". After the button has changed its colour to red and 

the text to "Stop MIDI learn", a proper stomp on the FC5 is 

sufficient and the Controller Number is taken over. 

A double tap (click) on "Back" takes you back to the 

overview page. Here the new entry "CP88 FC5" should 

be highlighted in white and marked with a check mark as 

active. This normally happens automatically. 

Camelot now reacts to the FC5 as desired. If a "Setlist" or a 

"Song" contains an active CP88/73 Layer, the Assignment 

should work immediately. In the following I would like to 

give more examples for a meaningful preparation of the 

Songs and Scenes. 

PREPARING  

CAMELOT SCENES

Let me remind you: The change of a Scene in Camelot 

also changes from the last Scene of a currently active 

Song to the next Song. Depending on the preparation 

and type of performance, it is theoretically possible to 

"shimmy" through the show with the FC5 for the entire 

duration of a performance without ever taking your 

hands off the keyboard. So what could the preparation  

look like?

I start with an empty Song. After naming the Song and the 

first Scene I create a "Layer" in the first Scene. I choose: 

• „Instrument Layer“

• Name: „CP88“ (you can choose whatever name you 

want)

• MIDI Input: „CP88/CP73 Port 1“

The "+" on the Layer creates a first "Item". I choose...  

• „Hardware Instruments“ > Yamaha > „CP73 - 88“

... and can immediately select a CP88/73 Live Set.  

A prerequisite is that the data from the instrument has 

been synchronised with Camelot beforehand. If not, 

this can be triggered directly via the Sync symbol in the 

selection dialog. 
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TIP: You do not necessarily have to perform the 

synchronisation to the end if you have occupied only a 

portion of the memory locations. The names of the Live 

Sets will be displayed during the process. If you have 

sorted your own Live Sets in ascending order starting 

with Page 1, you can stop the process via "Abort" after 

you have recognised your last Slot used in the sequence 

during synchronisation.

is a small gear symbol at the top which calls up the so 

called "Setup Info" where you can set various parameters, 

including setting the "Local Switch" to the "OFF" position.

In the next Scene I want to switch to a combination of CFX 

Grand and String Ensemble, which is located in Slot 8 on 

Page 1.

So I create a second Scene. The fastest way is to duplicate 

the existing Scene 1 in the "Song & Scene Manager" and 

re-name it immediately.

My first item in Scene 1 consists of a Layer of CFX Grand 

and the 78Rd E Piano. It is located on the Live Set Slot 2 

of Page 1.

TIP: If the instrument was previously in stand-alone mode, 

"Local Control" will probably be in the "ON" position. 

Flexible MIDI Routing by Camelot requires Local OFF 

Mode operation. This Mode can be selected directly from 

the first created item. In the sound selection view there 

A tap (click) on the existing Item allows you to select the 

alternative Live Set Slot. Two Scenes are now ready for 

testing the remote control. If the first Scene is selected, 

pressing the FC5 switches to Scene 2 as expected. This 

happens seamlessly - just like on the instrument! Notes 

held with the Sustain Pedal are not cut off when switching 

to the new Live Set. 

Now, suppose I want to insert a Scene between the 

existing ones that provides a synth pad for the existing 

layer of piano and e-piano. In this case, however, without 

changing the Live Set in the CP88/73. Not possible? Sure 

you can! This is where the excellent features of the CP 

series and the extended flexibility of Camelot come in 

handy. 

The CP88/73 saves the last selected settings of a Section 

even if it is switched off. This means that I can pre-program 

a synth pad in the Sub Section with all settings including 

a suitable Volume and then switch off the Section before 

saving the Live Set.
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I use the Item on the new Scene 2 to switch on the 

pad at any point in a relaxed way by pressing the  

Foot Controller.  

Back in the "Song & Scene Manager" I duplicate Scene 1. 

The duplicate "lands" immediately on place 2. After 

changing the name I switch to the "Layer View". I delete the 

Item copied with the duplicate, because I don't want to call 

a Live Set. Instead I create a new Item via "+" and select: 

• „MIDI Programs“ > „Advanced MIDI“

• Name: „Sub Switch“ (or whatever you want to call it)

• „MIDI Settings and Routing“ > „Send MIDI to:“ = 

„CP88/CP73 Port 1“

At this point I could explain the manual Assignment in a 

few paragraphs. But again, there is the "magic" shortcut 

"Learn". After activation I select the MIDI Port "CP88/CP73 

Port 1" and press the switch of the Sub Section once. It is 

important that this was switched off before the Learning 

action, since it sends the values 127 or 0 for switching on 

and off. 

The following test of the Scene change confirms that 

everything works as expected. 

CAMELOT 

„ADVANCED MIDI“

The "Advanced MIDI" Item used is an excellently sorted 

"MIDI toolbox". I dare to claim that almost anything can 

be done here that the MIDI protocol has to offer for the 

intended purpose. 

I have described how easy it is to find out the Controller 

Number that is assigned to one of the Switches, Buttons, 

or Knobs on the CP88/73's user interface. Each of these 

controls can be switched from a Camelot Advanced MIDI 

Item or a specific value can be sent using the Controller 

Number. It is possible to send several commands/values 

from an Item, which were even recorded one after 

the other in "Learn" mode. If necessary, these can be 

decoupled from each other by a short pause. So you can 

be sure that the commands reach the receiver reliably and 

in the correct order. 

The fact that Camelot Items can be stored in the "User 

Custom Instrument Maps" area is very helpful and 

time-saving. Single commands or even small chains of 

commands can be prepared for certain situations and 

then simply used in the respective Scene.

In some situations, the manual Assignment of a Controller 

may be better. The CP88/73 data list, from which certain 

value ranges can be read out, e.g. for the Rotary Switches, 

helps to do this. The System Effects and their selection 

Switches for the Sections also require a look at the 

corresponding tables. 

In addition, the following table provides some examples. 

Values shown in blue are individually adjustable, 

Controllers assigned to individual Sections are shown in 

corresponding colours. 

The Master EQ of the CP88/73 is not stored with  

a Live Set, since it is intended for general 

adjustments to a certain situation - e.g. active 

loudspeakers without their own tone control. 
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In Camelot, however, a separate Master EQ setting could 

be created for each Scene if required. 

This way it is possible to select any Voices in any Section, 

which simultaneously activates the "Advanced Mode" 

(ADV). 

VIRTUAL  

SOUND GENERATORS

This topic would certainly be worth a whole article. 

Nevertheless, I would like to give you a small example. 

Let's assume that our Scene 2, which has already been 

extended by the pad, is to be supplemented by a synth bell 

from an App in another Scene. 

Using the "Song & Scene Manager" I duplicate Scene 2 

again and change the name of the duplicate, which is 

now third in order. In the corresponding "Layer View" I add  

a new Item: 

• „Plug-in Instruments“ > FM Essential

The first Preset of the App is immediately playable. With  

a tap (click) on the Item you will find the button "Open 

Plugin Window" next to the information about the App. 

Then I open the Layer and the contained Item to limit the 

"Note Range" to C5 - G8. In the section "MIDI Settings 

and Routing" I change the value for "Octave Shift" to -1 

and - limited to this Scene - I'm ready to play the FM Bell 

from C5 on. 

After pressing this button, control options provided by 

the App are shown, including the selection of Presets.  

I switch to "Pop Bells" and exit the dialog with "Done".

Depending on the support provided by the respective 

software instrument and the performance of the iPad, it 

is also possible to open a virtual sound generator with 

several instances in separate Items in parallel. 

BEAUTIFUL NEW WORLD

As mentioned at the beginning, Camelot is a powerful 

companion for your live performance. Even if you are only 

using one instrument alone, like the CP88/73. As you 

know, you can also integrate notes, texts, or lead sheets 

in each Scene in Camelot. I still remember "old times" 

when text or lead sheets were hardly recognisable under 

numerous handwritten notes like "SY99 - B13", "Strings 

Volume!", "Filter low", or "Layer 2 - S80". 

With good preparation and a fixed playlist for the gig, 

the described procedure now enables you to "tap" through 

the evening with the FC5 in a relaxed manner. Even 

spontaneous changes of the setlist order can be reacted 

to in the Camelot "Setlist & Song Manager" as quick as a 

flash. Nice job! 

Hans-Peter Henkel
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PUSH THE SWITCHES
MONTAGE/MODX
ASSIGNABLE SWITCHES 1&2

One of the outstanding features of 

MONTAGE/MODX synthesizers is the 

Motion Control Synthesis Engine. It contains 

a powerful Controller Matrix, which allows 

spontaneous sound modulations.

In fact, a smaller version of this Matrix was already available 

in the MOTIF series. The two Assignable Switches and two 

Assignable Knobs were part of the Controller Sources.

One focus for the Assignment of the Assignable Switches, 

however, was the use for "XA Control". This was used to 

control specially programmed "Expanded Articulation 

Voices" in the MOTIF series, which can still be found 

as Single Part Performances in the MONTAGE/MODX 

Presets. In the current synthesizer series, the focus has 

shifted somewhat due to the considerably expanded 

Controller Matrix. 

The purpose of this article is to provide you with practical 

assistance in analysing and, if necessary, adjusting 

Performances that use Assignable Switches. For this 

reason I deliberately avoid further explanations on the 

topic "XA Control". A short explanation can be found in the 

MONTAGE/MODX Reference Manuals under the heading 

"Expanded Articulation (XA)". If you are interested, you can 

read more details in our "Yamaha Synth Guide" published 

a few years ago. The section can be found on page 35, 

the PDF can be downloaded here: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/YamahaSynthGuide_EN.pdf

VERSATILITY OR  

COMPLEXITY?

Whatever you like to call it: Assignable Switches tend to 

be more flexible than Assignable Knobs in the Controller 

Routing of the MONTAGE/MODX series.
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First of all, it is important to know which section of a 

Performance - Common | Part | Element/Operator - a 

Controller can work in. Two short examples: A Common 

Assignable Knob cannot directly access a Part parameter, 

but only the Part Assignable Knob. The Modulation Wheel, 

on the other hand, can only be used in the Part, not for 

the Common area of a Performance. This also applies to 

Assignable Switches.

The Part also contains a Common area as well as a 

separate level for parameters of the Elements (AWM2) 

or Operators (FM-X). Therefore, there are "some" 

places where you could start the search for existing  

Assignments. 

WHERE TO START?

A first differentiation criterion is the type of Performance 

- Single Part Performance or Multi Part Performance. 

Although the Switches cannot be assigned to a parameter 

from the Common area of Performance, they can be 

routed in Multi Part Performances to several Parts and 

in different levels within the Part at the same time. This 

means, of course, that they are more or less actually 

working in "Common" manner. For example, I could use 

a single Assignable Switch to deactivate the System and 

Insert Effects of several Parts simultaneously - and thus for 

the entire Performance. 

First of all, with the relevant default setting* in the System 

Preferences, you can visually see whether a Button on 

MONTAGE/MODX is currently assigned a function or not. 

This also applies to Assignable Switches. 

*The default setting is: 

•  [UTILITY] > Settings > System > „Half Glow“ = 1/4 or 

1/2

If one of the Assignable Switches is used, it lights up 

dimmed as long as it is inactive and with 100% in the 

activated state. Assuming you want to deactivate the 

Switch(es) regardless of their assigned functions, this is 

possible via the following path: 

•  [EDIT] > Part X > Mod/Control > Receive SW  

> A. SW 1/2 = OFF

As mentioned above, Multi Part Performances can have 

multiple Assignments to different Parts. In this case, the 

action would have to be performed for each Part. As long 

as something is still linked in a Part, the dimmed display 

remains. 

A FIRST ANALYSIS…

I'll start with a Single Part Performance from the new 

MONTAGE Presets, which are also found in MODX: 

"CFXPopStudioGrand". Both Assignable Switches glow 

dimmed. A fast listening test shows that Switch 1 adds 

a Reverb Effect, Switch 2 drastically reduces or even 

deactivates the Effect. 

The following procedure can be used to determine details:

•  [EDIT] > Part 1 > Mod/Control > Control Assign

Tap on the "Display Filter" field and use the Data wheel to 

scroll to the right until you have activated the "All" entry at 

the end of the list. 
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The "Destination" 1 to 4 are displayed in the horizontal 

tabs. No. 1 is active and shows directly in the  

"Source" field that the Modulation Wheel has been 

assigned here. 

Tap on the field "Source" and use the Data wheel to scroll 

to the entry "AssgnSW 1". This restores the Assignment and 

the light indicator status. 

So far, so simple. As you have noticed, the Switches can 

not only be used for on/off switching in the actual sense, 

but also to set parameters to a certain value by using 

appropriate Ratios. Fancy a further analysis?

NOSTALGIA

A matching Single Part Performance from MOTIF times 

can be found in the Category of guitars called "Clean 

Slide Vel". Following the procedure described above, 

please take a look at the "Control Assign" section first. 

You will notice that there is no Assignment made that 

uses the Assignable Switches. So we have to look  

one level below. 

•  [EDIT] > Part 1 >Element 1

The parameter "XA Control" is located directly below 

the "Element Switch" (ON). In this case "A.SW Off" is 

preselected. This means that this Element only sounds if 

neither of the two Assignable Switches is active. 

Now tap your way through the other Destinations 2 to 4 in 

order to see their respective "Sources". Use the arrow next to 

"Page" in the upper right corner of the display to go to the next 

Page. After various assignments to Assignable Knobs the first 

"AssgnSW 1" finally appears at "Destination 8" - which is set to 

the parameter "Reverb Send". 

With a standard Curve and the Ratio = 5, the Reverb Send 

is raised.

On Page 3, the second Switch ("AssgnSW 2") immediately 

follows with the same Destination, but with a reduction of 

the value via the "Ratio" = -64.

This confirms the listening impression. If the respective 

Destination is highlighted (active), it can be deleted by 

tapping on the "Delete" field. You are welcome to try it out. 

You will notice that the Switches are no longer dimmed. 

If you tap on the "+" of a deleted Destination, you will find 

the parameters of the Assignment unchanged - apart from 

the Source, which is automatically assigned to "PitchBend" 

- the first entry in the list. 

By selecting the remaining seven Elements we encounter 

the "Key Off" settings, this Element only sounds when 

a key is released. Furthermore we find "A.SW1 On" as 

well as "A.SW2 On", which means that the respective 

Elements are switched on with the corresponding Switch. 

There are further setting options, which you can learn in 

the Reference Manual under "XA Control". In this context 

I would like to limit myself to the essentials and leave it
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at the explained settings of this Performance. XA-Control 

can of course be deactivated completely if "Normal" is 

selected here. 

parameters available there. Once again as a reminder: 

Up to 16 Assignments are possible in each Part. XA 

Control is not part of the Control Assignment, but can be 

additionally active. 

In order to demonstrate that something like this can 

be used in a practical way, I provide a corresponding 

example. 

In 2016 I programmed 64 Performances for the promotion 

Soundset "MONTAGE Expanded". One of them, called 

"Just A Single Part??", demonstrates, among other things, 

that it is possible to create a combination of electric piano, 

synth pad, and strings with a single AWM2 Part. If you are 

interested you can find the original on Soundmondo. 

h t tps://soundmondo.yamahasyn th.com/voices/

sync/23663

If, for example, all Elements that have any connection 

with the Assignable Switch 2 are now set to "Normal", the 

Switch is not lit to signal that there is no more Assignment. 

However, it is not sufficient to switch only those Elements to 

"Normal" in which the "A.SW2" appears by name. Because 

the setting "A.SW Off" also affects both Knobs, since the 

respective Elements are switched off with it. If Elements 1, 

2, 4, and 6 are set to "Normal", the light of Switch 2 will 

go out. With the same change in Element 5, Switch 1 will 

also go out. 

A little hint for this Performance. The two Knobs can act 

like a Switch (Latch) as well as a Button (Momentary). 

You can find this setting at: 

• [EDIT] > Common/Audio > Assign 1/2 Mode

MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS

As indicated above, there is the possibility of a mixed 

Assignment of the Switches. And this is even possible in 

a Single Part Performance. Parallel to XA Control, the 

Switches in the Control Assignment can be assigned to all 

I used this Performance as a basis for a new variant and 

concentrated on the Assignable Switches according to 

this topic. A mixed programming of XA Control and the 

regular Control Assignment results in some variants within 

the Performance. 

Directly after loading the Performance the synth pad is 

playable. It uses a small part of the Insert Effect B, which 

provides "Ensemble Detune". After pressing Assignable 

Switch 1, the pad is muted via XA Control and the e-piano 

is activated. At the same time, the Insert Effect B is reduced 

to zero via the "Dry/Wet" parameter. For the pad, I used 

the Insert Effect A (VCM EQ 501) to reduce frequencies in 

the 140 Hz and 400 Hz range to make it sound "airier". 

However, the electric piano would sound a bit "lean" if 

its lower frequencies were reduced. So the Assignable 

Switch 1 converts this reduction into a small boost instead. 

The electric piano is to use the "2 Modulator" provided 

in the Variation as a modulation effect, which is 

initially programmed to zero for the entire Part.
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This will most likely be controlled by an Arpeggio. An 

example is the Preset Performance "Airy Buzz AF1&2". The 

different Arpeggios assigned to the Scenes switch back 

and forth between the three Elements of the Performance 

via XA Control. 

The Assignable Switch 1 activates the Variation Send in 

parallel to the already existing assignments. Deactivating 

Switch 1 returns to the pad in the original version of the 

Performance. Assignable Switch 2 activates the strings 

sound. At the same time, the Insert Effect B is increased 

via "Dry/Wet". Want another variant? With pleasure! 

When both Assignable Switches are pressed, the e-piano 

and strings sound together. Since the strings are initially 

programmed for solo volume, they would normally be 

much too loud in a layer with the e-piano. No problem! 

With Assignable Switch 1, which activates the e-piano, the 

strings are lowered to a suitable Volume. In addition, the 

Variation Send that the entire Part goes through is slightly 

reduced with Assignable Switch 2, in order to slightly 

reduce the amount of modulation effects, especially for 

the strings. 

As the "icing on the cake", it is now possible to use the 

Super Knob and a connected FC7 to increase the Volume 

of the strings by turning it from the middle position to 

the right, turning it to the left decreases the Volume. This 

works both in layer and solo mode and in relation to the 

respective output Volume. And I almost forgot: The Effect 

Send for the overall Performance can also be raised or 

lowered a bit with the Assignable Knob 8. 

I underline once again that we are currently working with 

one Part and one Scene within the Performance! And in 

case of need "a few" more Parts, seven Scenes and five 

Assignments would still be available in the Part. 

If you like, you can also download this Performance from 

Soundmondo. 

https://soundmondo.yamahasynth.com/voices/41023

Now that you've learned - I hope - how to analyse the 

Assignments of the Assignable Switches, I'm not going to 

hand you a table that has been prepared accordingly. 

STATE OF EMERGENCY

Possibly you "encounter" a lit or even automated Assignable 

Switch in the Preset Performances or in Promotion or Third-

Party Content, whose current condition you can change 

only conditionally and/or for a short time.

Now I could perhaps rename the title of this article to 

"Program the Switch...". 

Have fun programming!

Hans-Peter Henkel
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SOUNDCHECK

ANALOG XPERIENCE  
FOR MONTAGE / MODX

Analog synthesizers like a Minimoog 

or Jupiter-8 are classics that can be 

rediscovered over and over again. Their 

sounds are more than well known and have 

already been reproduced in a number of 

software and hardware instruments. What is 

more exciting than any other copy? Right, a 

current interpretation of analog synthesizer 

sounds. Not so much the authenticity of 

individual presets is required, but the 

interaction of sounds combined with the 

features of the Yamaha MONTAGE and 

its brother MODX plays a greater role.

That much can be revealed in advance: 

With the Soundset "Analog Xperience" you 

can really gain new experiences.

No question, the protagonists for this new production are 

the classic synthesizers of the 70s and 80s themselves, 

whose sounds have been carefully recorded and processed 

as Multisamples for the Yamaha MONTAGE. The legend 

Moog Minimoog makes the beginning. You will find no 

less than 46 User Waveforms with proven combinations 

of all three Oscillators and some Filter settings. One 

advantage: You can play Minimoog sounds in glorious 

polyphony, which is not possible with the monophonic 

original. 

Minimoog photo: Clusternote @ Wikipedia
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For the polyphonic sounds there is another flagship on 

board: The Roland Jupiter-8 is immortalised in the pop 

music of the 80s alongside Memorymoog, Oberheim 

OB-8, and Yamaha CS80, and delivers exactly 28 User 

Waveforms for Analog Xperience, including pulse width 

modulation for surfaces and oscillator synchronization for 

cutting lead synths. Furthermore, sounds of the virtual-

analog synthesizers Clavia Nordlead and Access Virus 

are also included. The picture is rounded off by some 

Multisamples of the legendary Oberheim Matrix-12.  

87 User Waveforms in total require a memory  

of 262 MB.

Moog Minimoog - its sounds are timeless and have been  

interpreted many times in Analog Xperience

Three sound designers - Peter Krischker, Hans-Peter 

Henkel, and Richard James - have been involved in this 

new Soundset from EASY SOUNDS. For sampling, they 

decided on a new concept. It is called "Pluck & Sustain" 

and provides that Samples of the attack phase (One Shot 

Samples) and Samples of the hold phase (Loop Samples) 

can be flexibly combined to form an overall sound. This has 

one practical advantage: numerous sound variations and 

sounds that are not possible with the original synthesizers 

can be created without wasting memory. 

Another feature of Analog Xperience is Easy Edit. The 

different Assignable Knob layouts are used uniformly for 

numerous Performances. So you always keep track of 

which Knob causes which tonal changes. This approach 

is quite similar to the operation of a classic analog 

synthesizer.

If you would like to know more about the sampling 

procedure or the Easy Edit, please refer to the 

documentation provided.

THE CONTENTS  

AT A GLANCE

Analog Xperience comes huge. Let's have a quick look at 

the most important key data before we browse through 

the individual Performances in groups. In fact, you 

purchase 400 Performances. They consist of 48 Multi Part 

Performances including 15 Slider Mix Performances and 

5 Cover Performances, 39 Cover Single Performances as 

well as 236 Single Part Performances and 77 Template 

Single Part Performances. Sounds confusing? Don't 

worry, at the end of the article you'll know what it is all 

about. In addition to the 262 MB of Samples already 

mentioned, this Soundset gives you access to 200 new 

User Arpeggios. The very best Performances can be found  

in 128 Live Sets.

What can you expect stylistically? There is little or no 

room in this extensive collection for atonal, weird or 

other experimental patches of modular systems. Analog 

Xperience is strongly oriented towards the mainstream. So 

these are sounds that are known from synthpop as well as 

from the funk of the 80s and also work very well in dance 

and rock. Also sounds for chill-out styles and classic 

electronic in the sense of Jean-Michel Jarre or Tangerine 

Dream can be found in the Library. 

You can expect a consistently good playability for the 

live keyboard player and a little musical animation while 

composing in the studio. Analog Xperience oscillates 

between the analog character of the originals, which 

are available as User Waveforms, and the sound design 

(Filters, Envelopes, Effects, etc.) of the Yamaha synthesizer. 

It's this mixture of old and new that I find especially 

appealing. You shouldn't expect purism throughout and 

mourn the classics, but be open for a journey through 

partly new virtual-analog sound landscapes.
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COLLECTING SONG IDEAS 

AND ARRANGE THEM  

TRADITIONALLY

The first complexly structured Performances from 001 

to 012 offer themselves for jamming. Here, you can use 

ready-arranged Scenes from drums, keyboards, guitars, 

and other sounds and act like an arranger keyboard. But 

you'll soon notice for yourself that MONTAGE and MODX 

behave differently than a real arranger like GENOS. 

One of my favourites in the first dozen Performances is 

"Golden Age". The Arpeggiator triggers funky breakbeats 

with concise acoustic drums, a solid Minimoog bass and 

an equally simple pad. This arrangement leaves plenty of 

room for jazzy virtuoso solo excursions with the lead synth 

for the right hand and simply invites you to jam. If you 

wish, you can reduce the Tempo to 90 bpm without this 

style suddenly sounding completely distorted. 

Golden Age offers a convenient starting point for jam sessions and 

allows virtuoso playing

For soft trance and danceable synthesizer music I like 

the Performance "BellistriX". Use the Super Knob to 

control the sweeping pad, use the Assign 1/2 Switches for 

variations of the lead sound. "DiscoTime on Jupiter", the 

very first Performance, marches off well and reminds very 

pleasantly of the early 80s. Rightly assumed, sounds of the 

Jupiter-8 are in focus. Try out the eight Scenes in all these 

Performances - here you will find main grooves and fill 

patterns. So you can jam song-oriented.

INTUITIVE AND ELECTRO-

NIC PERFORMANCE

We're breaking new ground. "Slider Mix Performances", 

which can be found from 013 to 027, has never been 

found in any production of EASY SOUNDS before. 

They are based on eight Parts and Scenes each and are 

recommended for producing electronic music where you 

don't think with Scene changes in classic song sections 

(intro, verse, chorus, ending). In a Slider Mix Performance, 

the Scence changes only affect Part 7 (bass) and Part 8 

(drums), while the first six Parts remain unchanged. Part 

1 contains the lead, Part 2 a pad sound that you can play 

as you like. Parts 3 to 8 are assigned differently to the 

Arpeggiator. The matching YouTube video shows how 

easy this works in practice:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iRj2VR5VtM

Most of the Slider Mix Performances are aimed at 

spherical and rather chilly synthesizer music - not only the 

Performance "Chilly Slider Mix". My favourite is "Slow Atmo 

Slider Mix", but also the other Performances are well done 

and arouse creativity. This mix is kept nice and simple and 

also offers a proven analog sound for the drums. Hold 

one chord and go through all eight Scenes one after the 

other. Soon the groove variations should be clear. Then 

move the Sliders to fade in the Arpeggio Patterns. 

Tip: Start with Slider 7 (Bass) and lay the groundwork for 

the arrangement, which you will now create spontaneously. 

By the way: The classic "Fade to grey" by Visage, released 

in 1980, can be reinterpreted with the "French Slider Mix". 

But this is only the beginning of the cover music theme on 

MONTAGE ...

Slider Mix Performances: Slider Mixings can be saved  

as Scenes via Shift/Scene
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EXPERIENCE  

POP MUSIC HISTORY

A true strength of Analog Xperience are the Performances, 

with which you can play a classic song almost 

authentically. But you don't have to cover, you can use 

these arrangements for your own tracks as well. This is 

also much safer from a copyright point of view. Let's take 

a look at some of the Performances from 028 to 071: 

Kraftwerk's electro classic from 1974 alias "Highway Cars" 

makes a great start with the well-known ostinato bass and 

the organ-like pad sounds. This is followed by the most 

prominent drum-break in pop music history: "Phil Is In The 

Air" is a Performance with which you can replay all parts 

of the 1981 bestseller by Phil Collins. The drum-break can 

be found on Scene 3. A Roland Jupiter-8 shines in the 

instrumental title by Harold Faltermeyer. The same goes 

for the Performance "Axel Mania" with the typical drum 

machine grooves.

Axel Mania - a classic 80s studio consisting of several synthesizers, 

drum machine, mixer, and effects all in one Performance

The Performance "Nice Dreamz" is a bit more special 

with the distinctive synthesizer motive, but no less 

impressive. If you want to play the title "Sweet Dreams" 

from the Eurythmics, take the two-bar scheme  

|c-minor| Ab - g-minor|. After all, behind the name "Poppy 

Seeds" hides an instrumental piece from the early 70s, when 

Moog synthesizers were already fashionable. Exactly, it's 

"Popcorn" by Hot Butter. Practically, the individual sounds 

of these pop classics are also available as separate 

Performances - these sounds really have character.  

Just three tips: "Highway FX", "Axel's Lead", and  

"Poppy Arp 1". 

You'll also find sounds for "The Final Countdown", "Jump", 

"Wish You Were Here", and other pop classics, which the 

keyboarder in a cover band certainly likes. If you don't find 

it yourself, you can find all song titles in the Performance 

List or in the documentation of Analog Xperience. At 

least don't miss the informative YouTube video, which 

demonstrates how the Performances are played with 

confidence:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHvQUxzrBKs

TRY LAYER AND  

SPLIT CREATIONS

Rather unspectacular, but for many live keyboard players 

they are simply indispensable: Layers and Splits are found 

in 72 to 87. Thanks to short Attack Times, the total of ten 

Layer Performances react quickly to the keystroke and 

therefore permit correspondingly fast passages. This is of 

course very advantageous when playing chords (comping). 

But it is just as important to enjoy the individual sounds:  

If you hold the chords as long as possible, the Performance 

will really unfold with Filter Sweeps. These sounds cut a 

good figure for pads. Tip: The Super Knob can also be 

controlled with the Expression Pedal Yamaha FC7. So you 

have both hands free for wide chords.

Layer and Splits of Analog Xperience  

can be played musically

The six Split creations each offer a pad for the left hand 

and a lead sound for the right. Slider 1 (Lead) and Slider 2 

(Pad) allow you to quickly adjust the Volume. You will find 

solid standard sounds for universal use. 
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Of course, it is easy to vary the Splits with other individual 

sounds. Replace the pad with an electric piano, for 

example.

INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS BY 

CATEGORIES

From memory location 88 you will find a wealth of 

individual sounds. There are exactly 236 Single Part 

Performances. The abbreviations at the beginning of the 

Performance names inform about the synthesizer from 

which the sounds originate: "MM" means Minimoog, "JP" 

stands for Jupiter-8, an Oberheim is marked "OB", and 

"NL" indicates a Clavia NordLead as sound source. The 

Minimoog starts with a whole series of vintage sounds. 

I find the lead synth "MM-Duck Switch" remarkable. 

Here you can use Assign 1 + 2 to change the pitch 

and Waveforms of the Oscillator and make the sound 

expressive using velocity and Super Knob - each routed to 

the Filter. As with the original Minimoog, even solo sounds 

with only one Oscillator have a lot of assertiveness.

The palette of the many Single Part Performances brings 

the typical mono and poly sounds of analog classics in 

numerous variations in terms of Oscillator, Filter, and 

Envelopes. Here you will find well playable brass, pads, 

basses, leads, and comps. The Effects are deliberately 

unobtrusive. Apart from Phasers you mainly hear Reverb 

and Delay.

MM Hypno Step - besides Arpeggiator sounds there are also 

melodic phrases from the Step Sequencer

But you don't have to search for ideas on the keyboard 

yourself. The Arpeggiator Performances bring some 

musical animation. Not only the typical standard patterns 

(up and down) are represented in Analog Xperience, 

but also more extravagant Arpeggiator figures: One of my 

favorites is "JP_Pulsing Circuits". Don't miss to change the 

Tempo. Most Arpeggio Performances work both down and 

upbeat. Last but not least, there are also Performances 

that play melodic sequences. Pay attention to a "Step Seq" 

in the name and play these Performances with only one 

key or trigger note at a time.

EDITING SOUNDS ON 

YOUR OWN

Let's get to the last group. From memory location 324 

(after two Single Part Performances with analog drums) 

the Template Performances come. With these neutral 

templates you can realise your own sound ideas. The 

Performances 324 to 358 are based on conventional Loop 

Waveforms, while the last Performances (starting from 

356) are based on the already mentioned Sample concept 

"Pluck&Sustain". The first 32 Template Performances are 

based on the Knob Layout "Envelope + Filter". With this 

Layout you can use Knobs 1-4 for the Filter. Like a classic 

analog synthesizer, you start with the unfiltered Oscillators 

and can create your own sounds with little effort. Simply 

select a Performance that already sounds in the desired 

direction.

Knob Layout "Pluck Decay + Sus" - the Attack and Sustain Phases 

can be edited separately

All further Template Performances follow the Knob 

Layout "Pluck Decay + Sus". Here the sound processing 

differs from a classic analog synthesizer and leads to 

some pleasant surprises. The first three Knobs influence 

the parameters of the Pluck element (Attack Phase), the 

Sustain Element (Hold Phase) can be changed with Knobs 

4 and 5. All you have to do is turn the Knobs and find the 

sound variations you like. This all goes very fast and you 

can't do anything wrong.
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CONCLUSION:  

A VERY VERSATILE  

INTERPRETATION OF  

ANALOG SYNTHESIZERS! 

As you can see, Analog Xperience challenges you. 

This set will hardly open up in five minutes. Schedule 

considerably more time for your first session. In addition 

to "FM Xperience", there is now another collection for 

MONTAGE and MODX that deals very thoroughly with 

classic synthesizer sounds. It is the most comprehensive 

collection of EASY SOUNDS for a Yamaha synthesizer 

to date and will remain current in the long run. By the 

way, it remains to be hoped that perhaps a counterpart to 

the theme "Digital Xperience" will follow. However, I don't 

want to speculate, but instead wish you a lot of fun and 

good ideas with this impressive Soundset!

Matthias Sauer

Further information and demos can be found in the EASY 

SOUNDS shop:

www.easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Video Channel:

https://www.youtube.com/user/motifnews/videos
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On the last page of the Music Production 
Guide a link can be found to download a zip-
file containing all previous editions (in the Box 
„Music Production Guide History“).

In addition, we offer the opportunity to access all previous 

issues online. The Music Production Guide Archive is available 

from everywhere you've got connection to the internet.

A simple click on the issue is all you have to do to open and 

download it as a PDF.

The link to the English editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

The link to the German editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/index.html

MUSIC PRODUCTION GUIDES –  
COMPLETE ARCHIVE ONLINE
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By popular request, the Essential Knowledge Guides from previous years are now available 
for free download from our archives. 

Essential Knowledge Guides like these usually appear directly at the launch of an instrument and are intended to present its 

features and provide basic knowledge on how to use the instrument.

DTX ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/DTX_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

MOTIF XF ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MOTIFXF_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

MOXF ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MOXF_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

M X BU/BK ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MX_BU_BK_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

M X88 ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MX88_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

MONTAGE ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MONTAGE_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

MODX ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE 

http://easysounds.eu/MODX_EssentialKnowledgeGuide_EN.pdf

ESSENTIAL  
KNOWLEDGE  
GUIDE ARCHIVE
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PERFORMANCE KIT

The "Performance Kit" consists of the following  

components:

• MX49/MX61 Performance Library

• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB 

(drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, 

and atmospheres)

• MIDI loops & arpeggios

LIVE INSTRUMENTS

„Live Instruments“ includes a high-quality collection of 

sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, 

organ, mellotron, strings, brass section, and synth. So it's 

a selection of instruments that all keyboardists in bands 

require regularly. 

• 100 Voices

• 32 Performances, divided into: 

SPLIT Performances (Instruments & ARP) 

LIVE Performances (Split & Layer) 

LIVE Performances (Single) 

LIVE HYBRID Performances

Yamaha offers free additional, yet high-quality content for MX49/61/88 users. It was produced 
by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.

VINTAGE SYNTHS 

FOR MX V2

The promotional soundset "Vintage Synths for MX V2" was 

produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with 

Cool Webinars. It contains a high-quality compilation of 

Voices from the Categories Synth Lead, Synth Bass, Organ, 

Synth Comp, Synth Strings, Pads, and Special Effects. In 

addition, some of the Performances highly integrate the 

FM Tone Generator from the iOS App "FM Essential".

The focus of this soundset is set to Synthesizer Voices. 

Many Voices include the FM Waveforms that are contained 

in the ROM of the MX V2. Virtually all Voices have been 

programmed with only sparingly applied Effects or special 

Effects to underline the vintage character. Those who want 

to go the full monty can deactivate the Effects completely 

with the turn of a Knob in most Voices and Performances.

The promotional soundset contains:

• 110 Voices

• 40 Performances, which contain: 

32 FM Essential HYBRID Performances (Split & Layer) 

8 SPLIT Performances (Split/Layer & ARP)

To get this free goodies simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MX Goodies“ to:

mxgoodies@easysounds.de

After successful registration you will get an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the activation of 

the content.

YAMAHA-GOODIES  
FOR MX49/61/88: 
LIVE INSTRUMENTS  
PERFORMANCE KIT
VINTAGE SYNTHS
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The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.

This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from 

the EASY SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.

In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects, and atmospheres for Cubase 

AI and other DAWs.

Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:

moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS SOUNDSETS FOR MOX

The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS is also available in MOX format.

MOX „SOUND & GROOVE KIT“

• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“

The following products are available:

• Yamaha MOX „Live Instruments“

• Yamaha MOX „Nature of Chill“

• Yamaha MOX „Dance Pro“

• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog II“

• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“ 

• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“ 

Visit the EASY SOUNDS online shop:

www.easysounds.de
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YAMAHA CP1 ARTIST PERFORMANCES

A free soundset in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.

A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf 

of Yamaha Music Europe.

The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to 

cp1goodies@easysounds.de

containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where 

the file can be downloaded.

25YAMAHA.COM
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MOTIF XF  
FLASH MEMORY  
CONTENT

Yamaha is working with third party software 

vendors to offer an extensive amount of 

free and optional Flash Memory content for 

registered MOTIF XF users.

The flash memory content package  

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first stock for a 

sample-library of up to 2 GB for the non-volatile Flash  

Memory of the MOTIF XF. This content package  

contains three new User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms, 

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits. It focusses on 

the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds, pads, 

synths, oriental instruments and drums.

These Voice Banks can be individually  

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the  

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is installed.

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features 128 User 

Voices, 34 User Waveforms and 336 MB Samples 

(979 Keybanks). 

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr. Peter Jung 

(Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is based on recordings that 

were created over the past five years with the participation 

of two well-known Central European symphony orchestras. 

The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic. Some 

feature delicate impressions of „disturbances“ that are  

typical for strings, such as the sound of slightly hitting the 

instrument body with the bow. All recordings were digitally 

processed on PCs, collaborating with well-known sound 

designers.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice bank also 

contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe  

Organ, Acoustic Piano, and Electric Piano.

To be able to load the complete All-file a Flash Expansion 

Memory Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required. Single 

Voices can also be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the 

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be requested by  

sending an e-mail containing the keywords „MOTIF XF  

Inspiration & Symphonic“ to:

xfgoodies@easysounds.de

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can 

be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers another free soundset for 

the MOTIF / MOXF that is dealing with a 

truly legendary Yamaha synthesizer: the 

Virtual Acoustic Synthesizers VP1.

The VP1 sounds brutal. The sound impresses by an 

amazing vitality, coupled with amazing stereo renderings. 

There is no doubt that even after almost twenty years  

the VP1 can sonically compete with current workstations. 

It was and is a truly remarkable result of exquisite 

engineering.

sound, by varying the parameter values, can be 

dynamically changed using the numerous performance 

functions of VP1. 

The author Prof. Dr. Peter Juung has carefully recorded 

sounds of the VP1 and created a sound set. The VP1 

soundset includes 565MB of sample data. Everything was 

recorded in stereo and organised in 19 Waveforms, which 

rely on 536 Keybanks. From these Waveforms 48 Voices 

whose character was previously only found in the original 

were programmed exclusively for the MOTIF and MOXF. 

The soundset takes us into the magical world of "Physical 

Modeling" synthesis of the VP1. 

The soundset "VP1 MOTIF" can be requested by writing an 

e-mail with the subject "VP1" to:

vp1@easysounds.de

After successful registration you will get an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content. 

DER VP1 FROM THE INSIDE

The VP1 uses "Physical Modeling". With the help of a 

physical model, e.g. of a stringed instrument, you can 

get an actual sound by setting the parameter values. 

The excitement, e.g. a pick or a bow brings virtual kinetic 

energy into the model, which is made to audible sound by 

the model. 

A sound generated with the "Physical Modeling" synthesis 

is not a simple snapshot that does not change like with 

pure sampling. Rather than that, the "physical modeling" 

SOUNDSET FOR MOTIF XF UND MOXF

VP1 PHYSICAL MODELING
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In special cases some birthdays are 
celebrated quite more than a single day - 
which is also true for the tenth anniversary 
of the Yamaha MOTIF.  Wojtek Olszak pulls 
that event back into memory with his 10th 
Anniversary Pack. 

This 10th Anniversary Pack uses samples from previously 

published promotional soundsets, namely:  

• Chicks Mark V

• Peter Jung's CS-80

• CF - CP1

The 64 Voices of this pack are roughly divided into the 

following categories: 

• Acoustic Pianos

• E-Pianos / Clavinets

• CS-80 Leads

• CS-80 Brasses

• Pads

• Strings

• Organs

• Miscellaneous

The free soundset "10th Anniversary Pack for MOTIF XF by 

Wojtek Olszak" can be ordered by writing an e-mail with 

the subject "10th Anniversary Pack" to: 

10th_anni_wo@easysounds.de 

Immediately after registration you will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content.
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The recent Goodies contained almost 
exclusively User Voices and Samples. For 
some time now many users, however, 
expressed to get new content in the field 
of Performances and Live Mixings. Yamaha 
Europe now corresponds to this wish and 
provides new sound sets: Hybrid Live 
Performances for MOTIF XF and MOXF.

The following Performance Sets are included in the 

downlad:

HYBRID PERFOR MER - SET 1

32 Performances

Performance mode

Programmed by HaPe Henkel and Peter Krischker

HYBRID PERFOR MER - SET 2

16 Hybrid Live Performances  

Song Mixing mode

Programmed by HaPe Henkel

HYBRID PERFOR MER - SET 3

32 Hybrid Live Performances

Song Mixing mode

These Performances are based on chart titles using  

the User Sound Library that has been launched some 

years ago  

Programmed by Jean Moric Behrends

As you can see above, the first set contains "traditional" 

Performances.

The sets 2 and 3 on the other hand contain "Hybrid 

Live Performances", which are very popular among live 

keyboardists.

Hybrid Live Performances are Mixings at the highest 

level and with the broadest capabilities. They contain 

not only complex layer or split programmings, but even 

allow to switch between sounds without interruption. 

Many ambitious and professional keyboardist prefer these 

special Live Performances over traditional Performances 

with their four different Parts.

A Hybrid Live Performance is created in the Song or 

Pattern Mixing mode. In contrast to the Performance 

mode, up to 16 Parts are available here. In a Hybrid Live 

Performance groups can be formed with different MIDI 

Receive Channels (Receive Ch.). Thus, within a single 

Mixing even more than one Performance can be realised. 

They can be selected by using the TRACK SELECT buttons 

without having the previous sound cut off.

A common download folder is set up for the three sets of 

the Hybrid Performer series.

The sets are available for MOTIF XF and MOXF and  

can be requested by writing an e-mail with the subject 

"Hybrid" to:

hybridperformer@easysounds.de

After registration you will receive an e-mail containing a 

download link from EASY SOUNDS with a clearance for 

the content.

MOTIF XF / MOXF  
PERFORMANCE SOUND-
SET „HYBRID PERFORMER“
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MOTIF XS: 
EUROPEAN LOYALTY PROGRAM AND 
ORIENTAL SOUNDSET

The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-
class content.

It is mainly a premium Voice and Sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe 

which contains the following:

• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed) 

• „Sweet Voices“ and choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros

• Best-of compilations of the optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS 

• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total

The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:

• 36 Performances

• 128 Voices

• 9 User Drum Voices

• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments

• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings

„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic 

samples of oriental musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, 

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.

To register for the loyalty program and the oriental soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword  

„MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:

sxgoodies@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete, the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a 

password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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S90 XS / S70 XS:  
SOUNDPACKAGE

A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for  
S90 XS / S70 XS users. 

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:

• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library 

• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder Voices

• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB 

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:

s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

MOTIF-RACK XS:  
SOUND & INFOPACKAGE

MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY 
SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio phrases, a demo song, and 

a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks.

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & 

Infopackage“ to:

mrxgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage 
that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-Voices. Furthermore a comprehensive 

documentation and other useful tips & tricks are included. 

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:

popxpanded@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

S90 ES, MOTIF-RACK ES, MO6/MO8:  
SOUND & INFOPACKAGE

TENORI-ON:  
EUROPEAN VOICE & SAMPLEBANK

Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & 
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On users. 

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:

• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)

• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)

• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)

• Comprehensive PDF documentation

This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:

tenorion@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

There are five content packages available for download:

• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)

• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)

• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)

• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)

• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)

Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available. For more information and the download links visit

http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/

Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section and enter the name of your drum kit model.

OCEAN WAY DRUMS DTXPANSION KIT 

These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library 

from Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).

The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:

http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php 

FREE DRUM KITS  
FOR DTX900 & DTXTREMEII I
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Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.  

It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files: 

File 1 = Acoustic Kits 

• Jazz Maple (5 variations)

• Oak X Single (5 variations)

• Vintage (5 variations)

• Rock Single (5 variations) 

File 2 = Electronic Kits

• ClasscDance 

• Classic RX 

• Drum’n’Bass 

• HipHop90bpm 

• House 128bpm

More information and download links can be found here:

http://download.yamaha.com 

First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.

FREE DRUM KITS  
FOR THE DTX-MULTI 12
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DTX-MULTI 12 SOUNDSET:  
„ORIENTAL PERCUSSION“

The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds 
from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions 
or rehearsals. 

With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI 

enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every 

conceivable musical style with the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled 

with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.

Now the soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY 

SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.

The download package includes the following:

• 50 Patterns

• 24 Kits

• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)

The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of 

oriental percussion instruments.

The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.

„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.

Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as 

Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers 

like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its 

first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the 

production of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appeared in 2010.

The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his 

own music productions.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:

dtxmulti12@easysounds.de

The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MONTAGE PREMIUM SOUNDLIBRARIES 
FROM EASY SOUNDS

MONTAGE „PHAT ANALOG“
Synthleads, pads & more! Time less Performance Library with a Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths), 
Jupiter-8 pad and arpeggio sounds, and many more analogue synth sounds based on original 
samples. The ultimate analogue extension for MONTAGE!

MONTAGE „NATURE OF CHILL“
Exquisite Performance collection for chill out, lounge, ambient, electronic, and related musical 
styles of popular music. In addition to broad, effective, and atmospheric synthesizer sounds the 164 
Performances also include remakes of traditional instrument sounds from the fields of piano, electric 
piano, and guitar.

MONTAGE „L IVE ORGAN“
"Live Organ" emulates the sound of the legendary Hammond B3. In order to realise the highest possible 
authenticity and the original Hammond feeling in a way not been seen before, the samples already 
contain the slow / fast Leslie and the typical Hammond distortion. The internal effects of MONTAGE 
like Rotary Speaker or Distortion are not required for this type of sampling.

MONTAGE „L IVE INSTRUMENTS“
Performance Library with high-quality sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ, 
Mellotron, strings, brass section, synth. Popular selection of instruments that are always required by 
keyboard players in bands. In addition, the Library contains drum sounds and Arpeggio Performances 
that offer inspiration and idea material for productions.

MONTAGE „XTASYN“
Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance / trance / house / electronica / pop / chill out. Can be 
used for mainstream chart-oriented productions as well as for progressive dance / trance / techno / 
eletronic tracks.

MONTAGE „PHAT ANALOG I I “
Timeless Voice and Sample Library featuring an emulation of popular sounds from Oberheim 
Synthesizers (OBX, OB8, Matrix12...) and the Jupiter-8. The ultimate analogue extension for MONTAGE! 
Most of them are polyphonic synth sounds like synthbrass, synthstrings, pads, and synthcomps - but 
you'll also find leadsynths for synthpop, sequencer and arpeggio sounds, and FX sounds.

MONTAGE „DANCE PRO“
Top-of-the-notch selection of modern, powerful Performances for Dance, Trance, House, Pop, and 
Electronic. Up-to-date commercial and progressive, highly assertive Dance sound. Innovative "DJ Mix" 
and "Electronic Mix" Performances for intuitive realtime arranging by using the eight Sliders. Easy Edit 
with eight Assignable Knobs.

MONTAGE „ORGAN SESSION“
Wonderful smacky organ sounds with concise key click and controllable percussion. Crunchy Hammond 
sound with adjustable distortion, old-school entertainer organs, sacral drawbar registrations, and cool 
jazz sounds. Due to the improved distortion and rotary effects, this MONTAGE version of "Organ 
Session" is even more authentic than the MOTIF version. Use the Sliders to control the drawbars like 
on a real Hammond.
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OPTIONAL SOUNDSETS FOR  
MOTIF / MOXF / MOX AND S SERIES

EASY SOUNDS „Live Organ“

EASY SOUNDS „Energy“

EASY SOUNDS „Dance Pro“

EASY SOUNDS „Evolving Soundscapes“

EASY SOUNDS „Live Instruments“

EASY SOUNDS „Nature of Chill“

EASY SOUNDS „Xtasyn“

EASY SOUNDS „FM Xpanded“

EASY SOUNDS „Phat Analog“ 

EASY SOUNDS „Phat Analog II“

EASY SOUNDS „Chill Xperience“

EASY SOUNDS „Drum Performer“

EASY SOUNDS „Stage & Studio“

EASY SOUNDS „Dance Xpanded“

EASY SOUNDS „Synth Xtreme“

EASY SOUNDS „Hypnotic Stepz“

EASY SOUNDS „Magical Pads“

EASY SOUNDS „Mystic Spheres“

EASY SOUNDS „Vocoder Dreamz“ 

EASY SOUNDS „Organ Session“

DCP Productions „Vintage Keys“

DCP Productions „Pulse“

DCP Productions „Axxe“

DCP Productions „Air“

DCP Productions „Studio Drums“

The above soundsets are available for the following 

devices:

MOTIF XF, MOXF, MOTIF XS, S90 XS, S70 XS, MOX, 

MOTIF ES, S90 ES, MO6/MO8, MOTIF-RACK XS, 

MOTIF-RACK ES. Some soundsets are not available 

in all formats. The most recent soundsets are offered 

primarily for MOTIF XF, MOXF, and MOTIF XS. Each 

soundset contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device, 

additional content such as Performances, Samples, 

User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included.

The soundsets are available from: 

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker 

vertrieb@easysounds.de 

www.easysounds.de
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IMPRINT &  
FURTHER LINKS

IMPORTANT WEBSITES  

FOR YAMAHA USERS

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers 

including a comprehensive download section 

www.yamahasynth.com

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH  

www.yamaha-europe.com

American MOTIF support website including message 

board + KEYFAX webshop + downloads  

www.motifator.com

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and  

USB sticks for Yamaha synths  

www.easysounds.eu

John Melas  

Editors for Yamaha synthesizers and DTX E-Drums 

www.jmelas.gr

Cool Webinars 

Support for Yamaha synthesizers and more  

www.cool-webinars.com

MUSIC PRODUCTION  

GUIDE HISTORY

You can download all English editions already  

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the  

EASY SOUNDS website: 

www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuidesEN.zip

A total summary of all topics ever discussed in the  

Music Production Guide can be found here: 

www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

YAMAHA MUSIC PRODUCTION GUIDE

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments is 

distributed as a free PDF since November 2006. 

Published by In cooperation with

The free Music Production Guide contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and around Yamaha 

synthesizers of the MONTAGE series, MODX series, MOTIF series, MOX/MOXF series, MX series, reface, S series, MO series, 

MM series, Tenori-On, and for the E-Drums of the DTX and EAD series plus articles about recording, software, and Computer 

Music Instruments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

Contributors to this issue

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

21033 Hamburg 

Germany 

Phone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

25462 Rellingen 

Germany 

Phone: +49 41 01 - 30 30 

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
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Matthias Sauer, Yamaha
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